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Meeting with the Lord Chancellor 

1. In the report of our 20041 meeting with the Lord Chancellor and Secretary of 
State for Constitutional Affairs we said that we believed such meetings were 
mutually beneficial and hoped they had become a fixture in the calendar. We 
are gratified to note that at this year’s meeting on 9 November the sentiment 
was reciprocated by the Lord Chancellor, when he said “I welcome the 
opportunity to come every year to have a discussion on the constitution.”2 

2. The most significant constitutional development since 2004 has been the 
enactment of the Constitutional Reform Act 20053. This year’s meeting 
therefore provided an opportunity to discuss the issues central to that Act, 
namely the separation of powers between Parliament and the judiciary, 
judicial appointments, the independence of the judiciary and the rule of law. 
We are grateful to the Lord Chancellor for providing us with the opportunity 
to inquire into these matters as well as further reform of the House of Lords, 
his Ministerial functions and the priorities of the Department for 
Constitutional Affairs. 

3. The transcript of the meeting is attached. The following key topics were 
discussed: 

 The Lord Chancellor’s constitutional responsibilities (Q 1–3, 9–14) 

 Judiciary 

(i) The concordat (Q 4–8) 

(ii) Parliamentary sovereignty, separation of powers (Q 15–16,1931) 

(iii) Judicial appointments (Q 45–49, 52–56) 

(iv) Judicial diversity (Q 50–51, 57–59) 

(v) Judicial independence (Q 60-61) 

 Creation of Supreme Court (Q 17–18, 39–44) 

 The rule of law and the Parliament Acts (Q 32–38) 

 House of Lords reform (Q 78–91) 

 Priorities of the Department of Constitutional Affairs (Q 68–77, 92–93) 

 Legal aid (Q 96) 

 Electoral reform (Q 94–95, 97–101) 

 

 

                                                                                                                                     
1  Meeting with the Lord Chancellor, 16th Report of Session 2003-04, HL Paper 193 

2  Minutes, Q 1 

3  A detailed analysis of that Act can be found in our 5th Report, Session 2005-06, HL Paper 83 
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Minutes of Evidence
TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION

WEDNESDAY 9 NOVEMBER 2005

Present Bledisloe, V Rowlands, L
Carter, L Sandwich, E
Elton, L Smith of Clifton, L
Hayman, B Windlesham, L
Holme of Cheltenham, L
(Chairman)

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Rt Hon Lord Falconer of Thoroton, a Member of the House, Lord Chancellor, and Mr Alex

Allan, Permanent Secretary, Department for Constitutional Affairs, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Welcome, Lord Chancellor, to this with which I am most concerned is the judiciary and
the courts. The role of the Lord Chancellor inpublic session of the Committee. It is very good to see

you and Mr Allan here. This has become a regular relation to the courts and the judges has over the last
few years gone through a series of important changes.meeting which we look forward to. Before I move on

to asking you if there is any statement you would like Whilst the Constitutional Reform Act 2005 was the
most important of these, the changes in that Act into make, I have to ask your indulgence for a moment

while I enquire whether any Members of the large measure consolidated and completed changes
Committee have got interests relevant to our which were in the course of occurring anyway, in
conversation with the Lord Chancellor they want to particular, the establishment of the Lord Chief
declare? It seems not; thank you very much. Lord Justice as the head of the judiciary and the removal
Chancellor, do I understand you have some opening from the Lord Chancellor of the sole power of
pearls of wisdom for us? patronage in the appointment of judges. For me over

the coming years one of the most important tasks isLord Falconer of Thoroton: I have got an opening
statement, if that is the same thing, I am not sure. I to ensure that those changes settle down into a

relationship between executive and judiciary wherewelcome the opportunity to come before the House
of Lords Constitutional Committee and I welcome there is independence from each other, as indeed

there has in modern times always been, but also therethe opportunity to come every year to have a
discussion on the constitution. It is worth setting out is partnership andmutual respect. These elements are

vital to the independence of the judiciary and the rulemy role in relation to the constitution. As Lord
Chancellor and Secretary of State for Constitutional of law.
AVairs I am, among other things, responsible for
electoral matters, the court, judges, legal aid, human

Q2 Chairman:Thank you verymuch. That is helpfulrights, freedom of information and civil law. Our
because it deals with a question we asked you lastconstitution, which is unwritten, is based on
year in some more detail. Those aspects of thedemocracy, tolerance and the rule of law. At its heart
constitution, which you have identified, for whichis parliamentary sovereignty. My responsibilities
you and yourDepartment are not responsible, who isinclude protecting the rule of law, how our electoral
responsible?systems work, the protection of individual freedom

through the Human Rights Act and the eVective Lord Falconer of Thoroton:Civil Service is amatter for
the Prime Minister and the Minister for the Civilrunning of the courts system. Critical to a properly

functioning court system is the independence of the Service in the Cabinet OYce. Structure of local
government is a matter for the OYce of the Deputyjudges, which is my responsibility, and also my duty

to protect and defend. My portfolio therefore Prime Minister and the Deputy Prime Minister. The
diYculty in relation to talking about “theincludes the main foundations of our constitution.

There are other parts of the state and the body politic constitution” is it stretches over so many things that
no one minister could be responsible for all of what itwhich form part of our constitution; for example, the

Civil Service and its independence, or local consists of, particularly when it is unwritten. The
point I am seeking to make is my responsibilitiesgovernment and its structure, for which I am not

responsible. In practice, the part of the constitution cover the main foundations of the constitution but I
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time has depended upon precisely how the Lordwould not presume to say that I am responsible for
every aspect of the constitution in Government. Chancellor and the judges have dealt with individual

issues such as deployment and disciplining.
Disciplining is a very good example of how theQ3 Chairman: As a senior member of an
relationship between the judges and the Executiveadministration which prides itself on joined-up
has been developed, not by any statute, but in fact thethinking, is there some device, a cabinet sub-
Constitutional Reform Act deals with discipline, butcommittee, some other device within government,
by the two sides of the constitution working it out inwhere the aspects for which your Department is
practice. What the concordat indicates in relation toresponsible and the other aspects which quite often
a whole range of matters is this is how the Lordinter-relate with each other, or some point of focus
Chancellor and the Lord Chief Justice envisageand coordination within Government?
particular matters being dealt with over time. It mayLord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes, there is a
simply describe what the existing practice is. It mayConstitutional AVairs Sub-Committee of the
describe—it does in some parts—a more forward-Cabinet which meets to discuss issues which cross
looking way of dealing with things, but I havedepartments in relation to the constitution.
absolutely no doubt that it describes the practice thatSeparately from that, although I am not responsible
will be followed and, therefore, is constitutionallyfor what goes on internally in relation to Scotland,
significant.Wales or Northern Ireland, as was made clear at the

time of my appointment, I am responsible for the
good working of the devolution settlement as well. Q6 Chairman: Can you imagine it being built on in
There are aspects of the machinery of government the future so we have not to start again from scratch
whereby it is sought to try to achieve coordination but from the foundation of a concordat, concordat-
where it crosses more than one department.

plus in the future?
Mr Allan:TheConstitutionalAVairs Sub-Committee

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I am not saying it isof Cabinet in turn has a number of sub-committees. It
immutable, it clearly is not immutable. We will learn,has got one on electoral policy, one on the freedom of
as we have always learnt, how to improveinformation and so on. There is a structure of cabinet
relationships. It is a thoroughly good thing, I think,sub-committees and sub-sub-committees.
in relation to the relationship between the judges and
the Executive there is a clear statement of how it is

Q4 Chairman: Yes, thank you. Given that you intended to work.
identified that quite a significant amount of your
time, and certainly a very major responsibility, is the

Q7 Lord Carter: Lord Chancellor, I presume thenew relationship with the judiciary and the new
appointments system for the judiciary, could I ask concordat does not have the force of law. What will
you what the constitutional status is of the happen if either the government or the judiciary were
concordat. to move away from some aspect of the concordat by
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: The concordat was given acting in a way that was not in accordance with it?
eVect to, or parts of it were given eVect to, in the Lord Falconer of Thoroton: It does not have the force
ConstitutionalReformAct 2005; not all of it required of law in the sense that it is not a statute. If, over time,
legislation. It is a statement of the Lord Chancellor it was found that particular parts of it did not work
and the then Lord Chief Justice’s position as to how particularly well or there were changes in the way
the relationship between the judges and the Executive they operated in practice then that would not be “a
will thenceforth be conducted. It remains a statement breach of the law”. If there was a significant
of that. I believe it has constitutional eVect because of movement away from it, I would expect the Lord
that. It was a significant constitutional document. Chancellor of the day and the Lord Chief Justice to

make it clear that they had moved away from the
concordat. Remember how it developed: a statementQ5 Chairman: It was certainly a constitutional
was made in Parliament both by myself anddevelopment, and in many ways, those of us—and
unusually the Lord Chief Justice. We stated thatyou particularly—involved will remember it as the
there were—as the Chairman of the Committeekeystone of the arch of the new dispensation and the
says—in a sense over-arching principles. We gavequasi-separation of powers. In our unwritten
eVect to those parts of it which needed to be givenconstitution it is quite interesting to ask oneself does
eVect by legislation under the Constitutional Reformit have any enduring significance? It was certainly
Act. That being the stated position of the judges andsignificant at the time. Do you see it as having any
the Executive, if the judges and the Executive moveenduring significance?
away from it in any particular way, in a significantLord Falconer of Thoroton: I do see it having enduring
way, I would expect there to be a transparentsignificance. The way the relationship between the

Lord Chancellor and the judges has developed over statement of the movement away from it.
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aVect Northern Ireland in a particularly diVerentlyQ8 Chairman: It has some of the qualities of a
contract? way. The Sub-Committee will come together and

deal with its eVect right across government, localLord Falconer of Thoroton: We deliberately used the
word “concordat” because it is not to be construed government will be aVected by it as well. Freedom of

information will have diVerent eVects on diVerentlike the buying and selling of peas or beans. It is a
significant constitutional document which is departments, the Constitutional AVairs Sub-

Committee will deal with that.intended to set out the principles of the relationship.

Q9 Lord Elton: I am not sure I understood the Lord Q14 Lord Rowlands: We have an illustration before
Chancellor correctly. From what you said, I us of the NHS Redress Bill where the issue of
understand you are responsible for the fundamental devolved powers to Wales comes up. Who would
elements of the constitution in England and Wales have, as it were, looked at that as the Bill had been
but not in Scotland and Northern Ireland? prepared and said, “Right, we identify this to be an
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: No, I would regard our issue but we understand what we do in the
constitution as being something that covers thewhole constitution”?
of theUnitedKingdom.The distinction I was seeking Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I would not regard
to draw was that I am not in any way responsible for normally an issue like how do you apply the NHS
those things that central government is responsible Redress Bill to the Welsh NHS as being a
for in Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales. constitutional matter. That is a matter that normally

could be resolved as between theWelsh NHS and the
Q10 Lord Elton:What is the distinction then you are English NHS. If there is a problem, the Secretary of
making? Presumably you are not responsible for the State for Wales can raise it. If it is the sort of issue
actions of other departments of state unless they are like, is this primary legislation for theUKParliament
in breach of, or in some way aVect, the parts of the or does it need a piece of legislation going through the
constitution you are responsible for. Is that diVerent Welsh Assembly? Again, those issues can be
in Scotland from what it is in England and Wales? discussed between the relevant departments. They do
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I was simply making the not normally give rise to constitutional issues.
point, very ineptly, that I am not responsible for Mr Allan: If I can amplify that. The way that sort of
defence policy in Scotland. issuewould be dealt with in practice is that there is the

Wales OYce which has been set up and one of its
particular responsibilities is looking at proposals forQ11 Lord Elton: Or here?
legislation and considering the impact on Wales.Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Or here, exactly. I am
There would be an opportunity, for example, whereresponsible for the good working of the devolution
another Cabinet Sub-Committee dealing withsettlement overall.
legislation will consider each Bill before it is
introduced and the Secretary of State forWales, whoQ12 Lord Elton: Does that description apply also to
is amember of that Committee, would be able to raisethe remit of the Sub-Committee of the Cabinet which
any issues there if he felt that it aVected, in ayou described?
particular way, what was happening in WalesLord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes, that is correct.
without proper consideration having been given.
There are those proposals for doing that, but, as theQ13 Lord Rowlands:Can I pursue the point the Lord
Lord Chancellor says this is not something whichChairman made about the question of joined-up
would normally be considered by the Constitutionalgovernment, Lord Chancellor. It is the function of
AVairs Sub-Committee.this Committee to scrutinise individual Bills and try

to spot where there is a constitutional problem in any
individual Bills. Within government is there a Q15 Chairman: I wonder if I could move into a

slightly diVerent area which is the very interestingmechanism that when any piece of legislation is being
prepared and coming through whose function it is to judgment of the Law Lords on the Hunting Act and

Parliament Acts which is very rich in constitutionalidentify the possible impact constitutional changes
that any particular Bill might make? material in a country which prides itself on

informality in these matters. I am particularly struck,Lord Falconer of Thoroton: My Department will
comment on any constitutional issues that arise. The as you will have been, by a quotation from Lord

Steyn that implies that there are circumstances, orCabinet Sub-Committee, which myself and Alex
referred to, will deal with issues such as electoral there might be circumstances, when the judges or the

Supreme Court, as we shall have to learn to call it,administration. There will be issues about the
administration of general elections, it might have an could in eVect strike down anAct of Parliament. You

will recall that he said: “. . . the supremacy ofeVect on Scotland and Wales insofar as it aVects the
list of people entitled to register to vote. It might Parliament is still the general principle of our
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from any part of the legislature. I do not believe thatconstitution. It is a construct of the common law. The
judges created this principle. If that is so, it is not the attitude of the Supreme Court in the United

States ofAmericawas aVected because itmoved fromunthinkable that circumstances could arise where the
courts may have to qualify a principle established on being in the basement of the Congress building to

being in a very impressive building in another part ofa diVerent hypothesis of constitutionalism. In
exceptional circumstances involving an attempt to Washington. I do not believe that the place where the

courts sits will determine what it decides. I think itabolish judicial review or the ordinary role of the
courts . . . a new Supreme Court may have to was right that there be a Supreme Court because I

think it is extremely important that there be anconsider whether this is a constitutional fundamental
which even a sovereign Parliament, acting at the identifiable final court of appeal, identifiable to the

public. Whilst the final court of appeal sits in thebehest of a complaisant House of Commons, cannot
abolish.” That is a very interesting quotation, and I House of Lords, it is to all practical purposes

inaccessible to the public and unidentifiable as athink this is probably one of the first chances you, as
Lord Chancellor, will have in public to give us your separate court to the public. I think it is right that the

public can see what the final court of appeal is but Ireactions to Lord Steyn’s interesting judgment,
which I think was echoed by one of his other fellow do not think that will aVect whether it becomes more

or less interventionist in a political sense.judges in the case.
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes. It is very tentative
what Lord Steyn says. It is propounding a Q17 Lord Windlesham: I think you have touched
fundamentally diVerent view of our constitution what I was going to ask and that is whether there
from that which is currently accepted. The protection would not be some advantage in delaying the
of our constitution is traditionally to be done by implementation of the Act until the new Supreme
Parliament, though of course, the courts have got a Court could be in a recognisably diVerent and
fundamental role in ensuring the rule of law is separate building to the Palace of Westminster?
enforced. So, if a judgment is made, the court and Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I agree with that, but what
their agents have got to ensure it is enforced. I would happened in the course of the Constitutional Reform
not agree with what Lord Steyn says that they are Bill, as it then was, going through Parliament—Imay
certain principles of our constitution, putting aside have misunderstood your question—was that we
Europe, which prevent Parliament legislating in would not start the Supreme Court until it was in a
relation to those principles. I think Lord Steyn would separate building. Christopher Bathurst was critical
be regarded by conventional constitutional thinkers in achieving that. I cannot, as I understand the law,
as being out of line with what we perceive our start the Supreme Court without it being housed in
constitution to be. I would be on the side of the suitable and separate accommodation.
conventional constitutional thinkers in relation to
that. He may be strictly accurate where he says that Q18 Lord Windlesham: Just run through the
parliamentary sovereignty is a “construct” of the sequence as you see it.
common law, but it seems to me to so profoundly Lord Falconer of Thoroton: The sequence, as I see it, is
understate that vital element of our constitution as to a building, which I identified as the Middlesex
give a misleading impression as to what its eVect is. Guildhall, will be furbished or re-furbished as a
We are, ultimately, a nation, I believe, that wants Supreme Court. It will be ready on the current plans
political issues to be resolved by the politicians and by 1 October 2008. On 1 October 2008—or by that
not by the judges. That is in no way intended to be date—the Law Lords will move into Middlesex
disrespectful to the judges but I think the judges Guildhall. They will then become the first members
would be the first to agree they do not want to be the of the Supreme Court and the provisions of the
people deciding on abortion, capital punishment, Constitutional Reform Act which create a Supreme
issues like that. Those are quintessentially issues for Court will be brought into eVect. It will give eVect to
the politicians. It is because the judges do not decide your wishes in relation to that which is there will be
on those issues of principle that they are held in such no Supreme Court until there is a separate
high respect in our community. identifiable building. As you were about to point out,

the whole force of my case on the Supreme Court
depends upon it being separate and identifiablyQ16 Chairman: Do you think it is possible that the
separate from the House of Lords.changes to a Supreme Court and a greater degree of

separation of powers will produce a tendency to
greater interventionism on the part of judges on these Q19 Chairman: Of course, the physical separation
sorts of issues? was not quite so much the issue I was getting at,
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: No, I do not think it will. although that has been fairly interesting. I was
Remember with the exception of the House of Lords, getting at the point you were looking more, in

constitutional terms, for a greater measure ofour courts are already housed entirely separately
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a moment—subject to the courts being able toseparation of powers and it has been unclear to me—
and it would be helpful to have your view on it—how intervene in extreme cases.
the A V Dicey belief is that the British constitution
was built on two pillars, one of them the rule of law

Q24 Baroness Hayman: It does mean the twin pillarsand the other the sovereignty of Parliament. Is it your
are not quite twins?view that the sovereignty of Parliament trumps the
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: The way it has operated inrule of law?
the past has been that the courts have alwaysLord Falconer of Thoroton: I would hope the two never
accepted this but have been fantastically clever incame into conflict, that is the way that you deal with
making sure they avoid real confrontation. The bestit, it seems to me.
example of that is a whole range of exclusions of
judicial review have been constructed by employers

Q20 Chairman: By hoping? and by Parliament, and each time the framers of these
Lord Falconer of Thoroton:No,by trustingParliament. excluders, even if they got into parliamentary acts,
Parliament understands the basis of our constitution have somehow failed to spot one particular point
along with everybody else. The best example of this, which the courts have then been able to get through.
obviously, is the judicial review issue in relation to the The confrontation never comes.
Immigration and Asylum Bill in 2002 or 2000 where
there was a government proposal that many people

Q25 Chairman: In accepting that spirit of optimism,thought would unduly restrict judicial review, and
could we just take Lord Steyn’s example of thethere came a point where, after discussion within
abolition of judicial review?Parliament, it was not proceededwith.
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes.

Q21 Baroness Hayman: It does fundamentally
depend on what you described earlier, I think, as Q26 Chairman: I think if I understand you, Lord
mutual respect. There is no long stop, so if you were Chancellor, your argument would be that common
dealing with the rule of law in terms of the Human sense and mutual restraint would indicate that no
Rights Act, for example, and a judicial statement of government would do that and, therefore, the issue
incompatibility, it is still up to Parliament to decide would not arise. Let us assume that a less wise
whether to take any action whatsoever in that government got fed up with having its decisions
situation? reviewed in this way and said, “We are not going to
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Correct. That is how our have a judicial review anymore”.WouldLord Steyn’s
system has always operated. The reason why it is a hypothesis be wrong then?
sensible way to deal with it is because the moment Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I think I made it clear that
that you say on political questions—by political I I take his hypothesis to be wrong. I think he is wrong
mean with a small “p”—that the courts can decide, in relation to it because he accepts it is a construct of
then you are saying the long stop is not Parliament, the common law. What I take issue with Lord Steyn
you are saying the long stop is the courts. on is his treating the principle of parliamentary

sovereignty like any other legal point which the
Q22 Baroness Hayman: So, the slaughter of the first Lords can change when they come to the conclusion
born Bill is a political issue? that they disagree with a particular—albeit a very
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: The slaughter of the first significant one—provision in an Act of Parliament.
born, which is the example given, is one which I The mainstream constitutional figures, and I include
respond would never get political support and myself in relation to this, would take the view that
therefore it would never arise. If you say the parliamentary sovereignty is much, much more
slaughter of the first born can be set aside by the significant than something that can be set to one side
courts, then will there come a point when they say by the final court of appeal if they very seriously
some sentences passed by Parliament are too long? disagree with a particular provision of an Act of

Parliament. It would mark an absolute sea change in
our constitution. I would respectfully suggest itQ23 Baroness Hayman: I can see the attraction of

the absolute clarity in your position, I think it has would be completely wrong for such a sea change in
our constitution to be aVected by a court, acceptablysome downsides as well, but thank you.

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: It does, but may I say, I from what Lord Steyn is saying, doing it, recognising
it represented a change in our constitution. Can five,think, both sides have some degree of downside.

I am simply stating to you what I believe to be the seven, nine or 12 members of the Supreme Court
decide that they would change the constitution soconstitutional position which is what we plumped for

in this country, and indeed, even Lord Steyn appears fundamentally? I do not think (a) that would be right
and (b) that it would command very widespreadto accept this, it is parliamentary sovereignty, not

parliamentary sovereignty—putting asideEurope for support.
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Court has always got to be involved in challenges toQ27 Chairman: These are diYcult areas, and thank
you for being so direct about them. Just one final the decision of the Immigration and Nationality

Department of the Home OYce?” You canpoint, I want to come to Lord Carter on this issue,
which is presumably youwould accept parliamentary understand why such a question might arise. That

was put as being part of a wider rule of law. I thinksovereignty is not absolute sovereignty in the sense of
an all-powerful monarch. It is qualified by the rule of those debates are about what are the fundamentals of

our constitution.law at least.
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: One of the principles of
our constitution is the rule of law. Part of the rule of

Q33 Lord Carter: That is not the actual question.law is the courts obey what Parliament says.
The actual question was when we talk about the
supremacy of Parliament or sovereignty, we mean

Q28 Chairman: This is a circle within which the rule supremacy and the sovereignty of the House of
of law does qualify parliamentary sovereignty. Commons because of the operation of the Parliament
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Parliament determines Act. The reading of the Law Lords judgment is that
what the rule of law is. you can use the Parliament Act, in fact, as we know,

to amend the Parliament Act, which happened in
Q29 Chairman:Does Parliament determinewhat the 1949, and, indeed, any Act of Parliament can be
rule of law is as opposed to what the laws are? forced through by the House of Commons through
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: When you asked the the use of the Parliament Act.
question, “Is the parliamentary sovereignty trumped Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Not any Bill can because
by the rule of law?” that question comes up in there is the limitation on a Bill that extends the life of
precisely the way that Baroness Hayman put it, a Parliament.
“What about the law that says you kill all the first
born?” That would not accord with our view of the

Q34 Lord Carter: That is in the Parliament Actrule of law.
surely?
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes, it does, it prevents it.Q30 Baroness Hayman: It does not accord with a

law, the Human Rights Act?
Lord Falconer of Thoroton:That situationwould never Q35 Lord Carter: You cannot use the Parliament
arise because there would never be political support Act to amend that provision?
for it. Although that depends upon the way that the Lord Falconer of Thoroton: You cannot use the
government with a majority in either or both Houses Parliament Act, according to the terms of the
operates, that is the way our system is constructed. Parliament Act to extend the life of a Parliament.

Any measure which sought to extend the life of a
Q31 Chairman: I hope you are right, of course, as a Parliament beyond five years would have to be
Constitution Committee we have to worry about passed by both Houses of Parliament and so would,
these things. according to the Law Lords as I understood their
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: There is not such a Bill on judgment, a Bill that amended the Parliament Act to
the stocks! get rid of that provision.

Q32 Lord Carter: Throughout all the work of the
Q36 Lord Carter: That is the only example?Select Committee on the Constitution Reform Act
Lord Falconer of Thoroton:What the judicial House ofand since, I am still waiting for somebody to define
Lords are deciding in the Hunting Act judgment, as Ithe rule of law. I have not yet seen a true definition of
understand it, is there are no implied limitations onwhat we mean by the rule of law. It is a bit like an
the use of the ParliamentAct. There is an express one,elephant; we all know what it looks like but we
which is extending the five years, and if youcannot define it.
introduced a Bill that did not purport to extend theLord Falconer of Thoroton: The rule of law means
life of Parliament but did purport to remove thecomplying with the orders of the court and the court
provision in the Parliament Act that also requirescomplying with the law and statutes in Parliament.
both.1There is a question as to whether the rule of law has

this wider aspect to it; and if you ask people what is 1 Erskine May notes that “the Parliament Acts do not apply to:
(a) bills originating in the House of Lords; (b) bills to extendthe wider aspect of the rule of law beyond complying
the maximum duration of Parliament beyond five years;with the law, some people would say there are (c) provisional order bills; (d) private bills and (e) delegated

fundamental principles in our constitution that legislation ” (p 658). Bills introduced in the Lords, however, may
be reintroduced in the House of Commons and would then becannot be oVended. For example, it was said during
subject to the Parliament Acts. Thus the Government is able tothe question of the judicial review clause in the secure the passage of a bill if it carries the support of the House
of Commons.AsylumBill, “Is it part of the rule of law that theHigh
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Q41 Viscount Bledisloe: Are your estimates of costsQ37 Lord Carter: That is the only provision?
the same as they were at the time the Act was passed?Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes.
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I think broadly, yes. Can I
write to you with the detail on that? One thing I hate

Q38 Lord Rowlands: Are there any others that you to do is put figures down orally.
think ought to be on that list?
Lord Falconer of Thoroton:No, there are not any. That

Q42 Chairman: You have a note from youris what Parliament passed in 1911 and 1949. That is
assistant!the framework. Can I pick up on what Lord Carter
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: The estimated cost ofsaid, I do not think I would say that the House of
refurbishing Middlesex Guildhall remains atLords in theHuntingAct said, “It is whatever the rule
£30million. That is in the third-quarter 2004 prices asof the House of Commons is”, and you may regard
announced to Parliament. Yes, the figures are onthis as a technicality but what they said was, “There
target, but let me write to you in a bit more detailis no limitation on what primary legislation can do”.
on that.2Obviously primary legislation has got to be passed in

accordance with the way primary legislation should
be passed, which means both Houses of Parliament

Q43 Lord Windlesham: Just on that, before weunless you use the Parliament Act. Remember that it
depart: is there any risk in the minds of your advisersis very rarely used, the Parliament Act, and the
of planning consent being withheld or subject toParliament Act does require significant delay before
substantial changes?it can be used.
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I cannot say it is certain. I
would be presumptuous to say what the planning

Q39 Viscount Bledisloe:You have told us something authorities will do but we have been in discussion
about your hopes for the Supreme Court. Can you with them to ensure that they are kept fully informed
tell us where we are? Have the Law Lords, for of what our plans are. Nothing has yet been said to
example, approved the design for the Middlesex me to suggest that the plans are not on target.
Guildhall building? Is it definite it will be the
Middlesex Guildhall building and, if so, where do Q44 Lord Windlesham: There are no warning
you now see the cost of this? signals?
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: There is a continuing Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Exactly, yes.
process of discussion between the Law Lords and
those responsible for the refurbishment ofMiddlesex

Q45 Lord Carter: What progress has been made inGuildhall. It is not just a question of saying “Here are
enabling a judicial appointment to be transferred tosome plans, what do you think?” It is a question of
the new Judicial Appointments Commission? Will

showing them plans, them having ideas in relation to transitional steps be taken to avoid any hiatus in the
those plans, us, or those involved in the design, regular flow of judicial appointments caused by the
coming back and amending in accordance with what transfer of functions to the Commission? Can I add,
the Law Lords indicate will be a good thing. There is how will the judicial diversity programme make, to
a process that has been gone through. There are also quote from the statement in July, “a real and positive
planning permission and heritage issues. I regard the diVerence to the administration of justice”?
process as being a continuing discussion which is

2 At our session on 9 November I undertook to come back to themost certainly not yet complete but, it is on target Committee about additional costs for the Supreme Court.
to allow the relevant statutory permissions to I mentioned to the Committee that the estimated cost of

refurbishing Middlesex Guildhall remains at £30m (in Thirdbe obtained, and the work to be done, so that the
Quarter 2004 prices). This was announced to Parliament on 14Supreme Court can start in accordance with December 2004. The £30m figure included construction costs,
professional fees, statutory costs, VAT and optimism bias.the programme I described to Lord Windlesham at
Subject to planning approval, the Crown Court will vacatethe beginning of October 2008.
Middlesex Guildhall in April 2007 and work will move to
Blackfriars CrownCourt. In order to create capacity there,West
London committals will move from Blackfriars to Isleworth

Q40 Viscount Bledisloe: The Law Lords have not yet Crown Court, where five additional courtrooms are planned.
These arrangements will ensure that journey times for courtgiven their oYcial sanction under the Act?
users are no longer than they are at present. The additional cost

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Nor have I sought to ask to the Supreme Court programme of re-providing crown courts
remains at an estimated £15m (also in Third Quarter 2004them to do so. There is a process that needs to be gone
prices). Again this remains as announced in December 2004.through where the detail has really got to be worked HerMajesty’s Court Service are using this opportunity to further

with them. I hope to get to a point where they are enhance facilities at Isleworth Crown Court over and above the
planned re-provision, to provide additional facilities for courtenthusiastic about what we are doing and feel, to a
users including improved facilities for jurors andwitnesses. Theyvery considerable extent, ownership of the detail of also allocated £2m (also at Third Quarter 2004 prices) for this
further enhancement.the plans.
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Commission can take responsibility for things theyLord Falconer of Thoroton: A Chair of the Judicial
Appointments Commission has been appointed, have done. Just as an example, there are competitions

going on at the moment for various categories ofBaroness Prashar. We are in the process of appointing
thoseotherscommissionerswhoarenotcommissioners judge, which we have started, which will still be going

on maybe for a short period after April. We mightex oYcio.We are aiming to do the handover of judicial
appointments from the current arrangements to the well need to continue with those but, again, that

needs to be discussed with Baroness Prashar.JudicialAppointmentsCommissionaroundApril. Iam
discussing with Baroness Prashar whether or not that
should be a big bang in the sense that all judicial Q50 Chairman: Presumably, from your point of
appointments go over there or whether there should be view, the sooner in the new dispensation you cease to
atransitionalphasewherewegoovergraduallybecause appoint High Court judges the better?
there will be some competitions that have already Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes, subject to the
started, which are quite well advanced, how should we seamless transition, subject to there not being a
eVect the transition in relation to that? The handover hiatus, yes. I would like to see the thing start as soon
will start inApril ofnext year and itwill be completed in as possible. There is one bit of Lord Carter’s question
a reasonable period thereafter, not more than a year I have not answered which is diversity. We have a
afterApril 2006. really first-class judiciary at the moment. I think it is

extraordinarily important that the judiciary
Q46 Lord Carter: The requirement for the Lord diversify, not to make it better but because if, as time
Chancellor to be no longer a lawyer or a Member of goes on, you do not diversify I am quite sure you will
the House of Lords, is that on a date or the end of the lose dramatically talent that you might otherwise
transitional process? have on the bench. Themost obvious example of that
Lord Falconer of Thoroton:As long as I am involved in is women. There are very, very small percentages of
the appointment of judges in the old way—because, women on the bench. They reflect percentages both
remember, I will become involved in the appointment of the population and the legal profession that are
of judges in a new way when it all comes in—I have much, much higher than that. Diversity does not
taken the view it still has to be under the Lords. The make a diVerence in relation to the individual
old style Lord Chancellor will be making some construction of a statute but over time, if the group
appointments still. of people who are judges are, say, 50 per cent men

and 50 per cent woman, I have absolutely no doubt
that will have a significant eVect on the sorts ofQ47 Lord Carter: Until when will that be?

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Whenever the transition is discretionary decisions that judges are taking all the
time. I think diversification is very, very important tocompleted. I do not want to imply there, necessarily,

will be a long transition after April but I am ensure the continuing high quality of our judges.
discussing with Baroness Prashar how we handle
that. Q51 Lord Smith of Clifton: Following on from that,

Lord Chancellor, the aspiration is commendable.
Q48 Chairman:On that very point, how long do you How do you see the criteria developing? How will it
envisage you will go on making appointments to the diVer from the present to some point in the future?
High Court? Lord Falconer of Thoroton: One can make the criteria
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Certainly until April next more detailed, one can identify what particular skills
year and, if it is part of the transitional period, for are required for a particular job and the more that
however long the transition takes thereafter. one specifies the criteria, it becomes harder then for

people to be appointed simply on a more casual and
therefore, perhaps, a less diverse basis. I do notQ49 Chairman: What sort of time do you think that

will be? consider changing the basic requirement of merit is
what the critical change is. The critical change seemsLord Falconer of Thoroton:As I said to Lord Carter no

more than an absolute maximum of a year beyond to me to be, first of all, ensuring that the pool is
widened, which means notifying as many people asApril. I do not want to create the expectation there

will necessarily be a transitional period. I have got to possible they could be considered; secondly,
encouraging the profession—barristers and solicitorsdiscuss with Baroness Prashar what she thinks the

right way for us to deal with it is because explicit in alike—to recognise that appointment to the bench
could be for them. Solicitors, much less thanLord Carter’s question was that you do not want

hiatus. You want to do it in such a way that you can barristers, think about the bench as a possibility for
them. There are a higher proportion of womenhand over the appointment of judges to the new

arrangements in such a way that there is no gap. solicitors than there are women barristers so one
needs to widen the pool there. I think one needs toThere is no period when there is not a judge being

appointed and where you are confident the make the job more user friendly in a variety of ways.
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Lord Falconer of Thoroton: There is nobody whoIt is a variety of things but it is not in any way
reducing or changing the merit requirement. disagrees with the proposition that we should have a

more gender-balanced, black and minority ethnic-
balanced, sexual-orientation balanced bench. ThereQ52 Viscount Bledisloe:Weknow, Lord Chancellor,
are some people who would say “Do not changeparticularly in the more highly paid areas of the legal
anything because we have got a very high qualityprofession, both solicitors and barristers, there is a
bench”, which we do have. “Do not take the risk ofconsiderable reluctance to move to the bench and
losing that by trying to encourage more applicantsthat many of the best people in, say, the commercial
from women or black and minority ethnic groups orcourt and other such areas have gone because your
otherminority groups”.Nobody I havemet says “WeDepartment went to them and said, “Would you
do not want a more diverse judiciary”.think of going there” without, of course, the promise

that they would if they said “yes”, but a fairly clear
indication that they would get it. How are those Q55 Earl of Sandwich: That is not the obstacle,
people going to be tapped under the new system recruitment is the main obstacle, proceeding fast?
where it will be much more diYcult to approach Lord Falconer of Thoroton: How do you mean?
somebody with a wink and a nod?
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I think there are particular

Q56 Earl of Sandwich: The only obstacle topeople at the Bar, and who are solicitors, who are
proceeding quickly along the lines of diversity is theplainly doing so well that they would have very strong
diYculty in recruitment? There is a diYculty findingchances of being selected. I think moving from the
the right people.current arrangements to the Judicial Appointments
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I think the diYculty ofCommission means that you cannot give anybody
finding people is bound up with the way we haveparticular guarantees of being appointed a judge. Iwas
recruited in the past. I think I agree with what youtold, in relation to the currentHighCourt competition,
are saying.that if you required everybody to apply,whichyoudid,

you would lose a very large number of applicants
because people would not be willing to apply if they Q57 Lord Rowlands: In that statement you made on
were not sure of getting the job. I think most people 13 July when you said you wanted to “. . . assure the
involved in the currentHighCourt competition regard public that judges have a real understanding of the
the quality of the applicants we have had as being problems facing people from all sectors of society
absolutely first-class. You are right, we cannot give the with whom they come into contact”, anyone reading
sort of guarantee that you referred to if you have got a that would infer from that statement that, in fact, the
JudicialAppointmentsCommission,but Idonot think present judges do not totally object?
the consequence of that is that youwill necessarily lose Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I certainly do not intend to
out on the overall quality of the applicants. That has infer that. I think one has got to be clear that one has
certainlynotbeenour experience in requiringpeople to got to move forward in relation to diversity to ensure
apply. People have applied on the basis there is no that there is a continuing understanding. The best
indication ofwhat the resultmight be. example, I think, is the man/woman split in relation

to the bench but it is true in relation to black and
minority ethnic groups as well. Take the simplestQ53 Viscount Bledisloe: I am not somuch suggesting
case, if a particular court is made up exclusively ofthat you would lose out on the overall quality of
men, and it is dealing with issues which have aapplicants but that there would be a number of
discretionary element in them in relation to, foroutstanding potentials who will never get around to
example, the division of assets upon relationshipapplying because they are doing too well, and they
breakdown, issues about what contact you allow thewill only move if somebody settles down and
non-custodial parent, issues like that—persuades them.

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I do not know, I am not
sure. I think the overwhelming benefits of an open Q58 Lord Rowlands: You are implying that, in fact,
and transparent competition in terms of attracting a male judges would tend, on balance, to support men?
much larger pool will tend to eradicate the Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I am not implying that
consequences of there maybe being a few people who male judges come to the wrong conclusion and
will not apply because they are not urged to and given woman judges come to the right conclusion. I am
a guarantee they will get the job. saying that the group should reflect men and women

because all the rest of society is men and women. It is
men and women who decide, for example, whatQ54 Earl of Sandwich: I cannot resist asking: have

you encountered any entrenched opposition to happens in relation to separation. If it was all women
or all men it would not be reflecting, as it were, thediversity such as, for example, the Church of England

notably has? rest of us.
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non-ministerial politicians and elements in themedia.Q59 Lord Rowlands: That happens now, does it?
If you look back over time—and it has been theLord Falconer of Thoroton: No. There are, I believe,
position for a very, very long time, not just thistoo few women judges in senior positions.
current era—judges have very, very often being veryChairman: Shall we move onto judicial
severely criticised, often very unfairly criticised in theindependence.
media for particular decisions they have taken,
particularly sentencing decisions. You can think at

Q60 Baroness Hayman: Lord Chancellor, you have the moment of cases quite recently where a particular
been very clear about the limitations, under our sentencing decision has caused a great furore in bits
constitution, of the role of the judiciary but equally of the press.
clear about the importance of the independence of
the judiciary. The Constitutional Reform Act places

Q61 Baroness Hayman: You would consider it parta duty on all ministers, but particular on you, to
of your remit to defend the right of judges to take auphold that independence. I wonder if you could tell
view, for example, about the safety of a country tous a little, in general, about how you expect to give
which deportation is being suggested, even in the faceeVect to that guarantee and whether you see that in
of both the Daily Mail and perhaps a governmentany way being a matter that would be exposed to
assessment of safety?public view? Perhaps you could relate it to some of
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Of course. Indeed one ofthe concerns that have been expressed about reports
the most important aspects of the independence ofthat ministers have made it very clear to judges that
the judiciary is that in a quite legitimate waythey expect them to be tough on terrorism and that
governments will, as parties in litigation, say “This isthere could be amending legislation if they are not
what we say the position is”. I would regard my rolegiving eVect to a government policy, and the rules of
as critically to ensure that the judges are free to comethe game have changed and this could have
to an independent conclusion on the Government’simplications for the courts?
case as it would on anybody else’s case, and thatLord Falconer of Thoroton: The independence of the
would include the example you gave.judiciary is adversely aVected if ministers are saying

to judges “You have got to use your discretions in a
Q62 Baroness Hayman: Just to finish on terrorism,particular way”, because that would be undermining
while we are waiting for the next vote, the question ofthe independence of the judiciary. The independence
the possibility being raised in several cases of havingof the judiciary is not aVected if there is a recognition
a diVerent system for the preliminary stages of athat the law is X and the politicianswant the law to be
prosecution against terrorists. The idea has beenY because then that is a clear distinction being drawn
floated in that particular area, not more generally, ofbetween the responsibility of Parliament—if it does
there being a role for the investigative judges, a waynot like the law it should change it—and the role of
of squaring the circle that we are wrestling with at thethe judges which is to objectively and independently,
moment. Have you any views on that?in accordance with the facts of the law, come to a
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Lord Carlile picked upconclusion on the facts. I would regard it as wrong to
Tony Newton’s idea, your idea or the idea of thesay “You have got to decide a particular case under
Committee of which you were all Members.the current law in this particular way”. Where is the

line to be drawn in relation to this? I do not find it
objectionable for ministers indeed I have done it Q63 Baroness Hayman: The Chairman’s idea.

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: You were all Members ofmyself to say “It may well be we need to change
the law in a particular respect”. I would find it it. I have no diYculty, and it is reflected in the

approach that we are taking towhatever the length ofobjectionable if ministers were saying to the judges
“You have got to decide particular cases under the days may be, that a judge should have a strong role

in determining what goes on whilst somebody is heldexisting law in a particular way” and I do not think
that they have done that. If they had done that in a without charge. There is a bit in Lord Newton’s

Committee Report and Lord Carlile’s Report whereparticular case or in a particular response then I
would regard it as my role to say so, but I would say he says “. . . and the judge should decide whether and

what the charge should be at the end of the process”.so privately not publicly. If the matter got to such an
extent that it was so bad, then I would have to do I am not so sure about that last bit, because I do not

think you can sensibly have a system whereby thesomething public which would, it seems to me, put
anyLordChancellor in an impossible position. There judges become bound up in eVect with the success or

failure of a prosecution. The judge, reaching ais a role behind the scenes to do it and that from time
to time occurs. In relation to the other thing, I will conclusion at the end of the holding without charge,

that there is enough evidence to bring a prosecution,focus completely on ministers because one has got to
recognise that the pressure on judges—and there is in a sense, makes the judges too involved with the

prosecution side. I have got no problem with thempressure on judges—mostly comes these days from
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Q68 Chairman: That is right, it is a quasi judicialhaving a very interventionist role in determining
whether it is legitimate to hold somebody without figure. That is a distraction. I think perhaps wemight

move on to something that the Committee had somecharge but, the moment you move into them
becoming investigators as well, and making concerns about, Lord Chancellor, which was your

departmental publication Making a DiVerence:judgments about whether to prosecute, I do not see
how you draw the distinction between them being Taking Forward Our Priorities which was produced

presumably for the election?judges, on the one hand, and investigators on the
other. In the French system, they are explicitly Lord Falconer of Thoroton: After the election.
investigating judges and they perform a role very
diVerent from the judges in our society. Q69 Chairman: It was published in May 2005.

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: It was published after
coming back.Q64 Baroness Hayman: It comes over to a diVerent

judge to hear the case?
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: It is a professional Q70 Chairman: Am I not right in thinking some
judiciary. This is not about France but there are departments published an equivalent document
certain countries I can think of where the fact that the before the election?
judges are both prosecutors and judges has led them Lord Falconer of Thoroton: They did.
to become—this is what happened I think—
tremendously partisan in the way that criminal cases Q71 Chairman: Was it a matter of intention that
are conducted. They are all part of a group where no yours was published after the election?
distinction is drawn. One of our successes is in Lord Falconer of Thoroton: It was.
drawing the distinction between the two.

Q72 Chairman: Did you feel it was inappropriate to
Q65 Lord Rowlands:Would it be a good idea to have publish that before the election?
an investigative European judge, at least in terrorist Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I had not thought about
cases, to get over this whole problem of how much publishing a document before the election. The way
evidence can be presented and all the rest of it, and it came about was after the Labour Party won the
the type of evidence? election, and I was once again made Lord
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: At the end of the day, if Chancellor, it seemed to me appropriate to set out
you are prosecuting somebody you have got to be what I was seeking to do in the next period of time in
able to put that evidence before the jury. If you put policy terms.
that evidence before the jury you have also got to be
able to put it before the defendant. I am not sure that

Q73 Chairman: It was extraordinarily prescient ofanybody is suggesting that investigating judges can
you because it is dated May 2005.determine guilt or innocence in the system. The
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: That is right. It wasmoment you accept that investigating judges cannot
published on 11 May, I think, and we won thedetermine guilt or innocence then all you can do, if
election on 5 May. I did it over the weekend.you are determined whether somebody should be

prosecuted or not, is look at the evidence that could
Q74 Chairman: Within six days of the election thisbe made public in practice. I do not think the
was produced and published?investigating judge scenario gets round the problem
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes. A great deal of workof evidence to be heard in secret.
went into it. I thought a lot about what were the
important things to do. I hoped we would win the

Q66 Chairman: Your view is not conditioned by election and I hoped I would be made Lord
experience in Scotland at all? Chancellor again. It was certainly not something that
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: No, because in Scotland was intended to be done before but came out
they do not have investigating judges. afterwards. It was intended to be something for

afterwards.
Mr Allan: There was intense work within theQ67 Chairman:No, but you could argue there was a

greater quasi-judicial role in assembling the case for Department in the days between the election and
when this was published. We had a series ofa charge than there is in the English system. I mean,

that it is somewhere between the French and the discussions with the Lord Chancellor about what his
priorities were and how he was going to takeEnglish system.

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Is it? The Fiscal is them forward over the new Parliament and the
Department worked to help the Lord Chancellor andresponsible for putting the case together in Scotland.

I do not think the judges have any greater role in the other ministers produce this document in very
short time, as you said.Scotland.
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Lord Falconer of Thoroton: That does remain myLord Falconer of Thoroton: It was partly motivated by
the fact, coming back after the election, unless you desire. That simply reflects completely the Labour
are quite clear about what you want to do in a public manifesto. The process is a Joint Committee, which
way, then quite a lot of time is spent mulling over the usual channels are currently discussing. The
priorities and youmight lose somemomentumat that manifesto referred to the 60 days, and there will be a
particular point. free vote on composition in both Houses of

Parliament some time during the course of next year.

Q75 Chairman: I am sorry to press the point but,
given that I think most other Whitehall departments Q79 Lord Elton: Could you say that again: the time
by a piece of serendipity in the run up to the election that a Bill is to remain in the House has to be limited
produced something of this ilk, as it were—what the and that is a manifesto commitment?
departmental objectives were and how they were Lord Falconer of Thoroton: That is referred to, and is
going to realise them—it was not that you, as a a manifesto commitment in the Labour Party’s
matter of deliberate intention, said “No we are not manifesto saying there will be a time limit of 60 days
going to do it before the election”? that a Bill stays in the Upper House.
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: No. There were five year
plans emanating from departments and we have got

Q80 Lord Elton: Which, you have alreadya five year plan. I produced the parallel document to
demonstrated, the House of Commons is in aall other, and I am very sorry we are not poring over
position to force on this House by the use of themy five-year plan. I also produced this with a view to
Parliament Act?setting out what the priorities of the Department
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: They can avoid the Billwere after the election.
going through—I am not quite sure, I am following
your point adequately?

Q76 Lord Elton: The picture I have is that all the
departments in Whitehall were working to

Q81 Lord Elton: Lord Carter was making the point,documents of this sort. The ripples would not have
reached your desk, or indeed your private oYce was he not, that in the constitution, as far as
probably, until the election had been called. A Parliament is concerned, it is the House of Commons
prescient private secretary would have started that is supreme.We then tested the areas in which the
putting some paragraphs together to put before you powers of the House of Commons, where they are
when you came back, if it was you who came back, not limited by European legislation, are restrained by
and, more importantly, to put in before your parliamentary activity, and that was limited
successor, if it was somebody else who would not specifically to one provision within the Parliament
have a clue what was afoot. Act relevant to the extension of the life of the
Lord Falconer of Thoroton:Happily, I can tell you, and Parliament.
everybody in the room behind me knows that what Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes.
you said is completely wrong. You have got that
completely wrong. You have this very benign picture

Q82 Lord Elton: Anything else, including this,of myDepartment, I think, scribbling a few priorities
actually lies in the end in the hands of the House ofdown on a piece of paper, and they were focusing on
Commons?things like that but I take full responsibility for this.
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: If you are saying in practiceIt is most certainly not, as it were, my Department,
or as a matter of construction of the Parliament Actwhich has been extremely helpful to me in doing this,
this could be passed by the Parliament Act, you areand it has been a shared endeavour, but it is most
right.Whether that will happen, I do not know.certainly not, as it were, the responsibility of my

oYcials. If and in so far as the tone is wrong or
mistakes are made, it is entirely my responsibility.

Q83 Lord Elton: Quite so. I wonder then to what
extent you are open to discussion of the desirable
length of time that a Bill can stay in the House?Q77 Lord Elton: Indeed, you signed it yourself at the
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Of course, we would beend and not a foreword at the beginning?
open to discussion in relation to it but we set out whatLord Falconer of Thoroton: Indeed.
our position was in the manifesto quite legitimately.

Q78 Lord Elton: The first paragraph on page eight
Q84 Chairman: Ninety days!represents your designs for the future of this House.
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I understand 28 days—IDo they remain as stated, specifically the three things

you put in there? am not sure—may be the right analogy to draw.
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and you have got to choose which they are”? LordQ85 Lord Rowlands: Is it normal to legislate for a
thing like this? Is there any precedent for legislating Bledisloe is saying “yes” and, if I may say so, that

identifies the issue.the determination of how many hours either House
spends on legislation? Lord Elton:You have taken an extreme example, and
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: This seems to me to be a you have already replied yourself to others that these
provision that relates to the relationship between the are circumstances that would not arise because of the
Lords and the Commons. It is, therefore, not a reasonableness in this case of the public, in our case
matter, it seems to me, that can be dealt with simply peers. In the past when these things have arisen, it has
by one House, it would have to be the subject of always been a question of the loss of one piece of
legislation, subject, of course, to the Parliament Act legislation towards the end of a Parliament,
but I think it is probably something that is otherwise I cannot honestly remember this has been
appropriate for legislation. abused. It seems to me that it would be, I was going

to say magnanimous, that is not the word I mean, I
do not mean prudent either, I think it would be justQ86 Lord Rowlands: It will be unprecedented, I
if you considered either easing or abandoning this. Ithink, will it? Can you give me an example where, in
think this is probably not the forum for me to startfact, a piece of legislation has determined the length
making a speech against it. You detect that I am notof time a Bill is discussed in either House?
altogether in favour of it and the reasons.Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I cannot, no. The
Chairman: Let us take, if I may, Lord Bledisloe’sparticular thing that it was dealing with was from
point and, perhaps, you can respond to both of themtime to time where there has been a controversial
together, Lord Chancellor, because I think it ispiece of legislation. There are two I can think of, the
related, is it not?Hunting Act and the Constitutional Reform Bill. It

has been said—and I think historically this has
happened not just to our Government but other Q88 Viscount Bledisloe: Two things, first of all, you
governments as well—if you press on with that mentioned the Constitutional ReformBill, under this
particular bit of legislation then you may well lose procedure you would be unable to have the time to
lots of other bits of legislation as well. The risk being send it to a select committee, a procedure which while
that because of controversy over, say, the Hunting you opposed, you afterwards saw the light and said it
Bill then the Pension or the Education or the Health had been highly desirable. How will you cope with
Bill gets lost. That is the threat that is made. that? Secondly, how will you deal, in this Bill, with a
Everybody in this room will remember the various situationwhere either six Bills arrive at the same time,
threats which have been made about “Your whole all of which have got to be done in 60 days, or where
legislative programmewill get bogged down if you go the government just fails to put the Bill down and
on with a particular Bill”. In my experience, in the says “Well, you have had your 60 days”, you do not
Lords, it has never happened. There has never been a get an opportunity to discuss this properly at all.
time when the legislative programme has been Lord Falconer of Thoroton: On the first one, it plainly
bogged down but the imposing of a time limit ensures could not apply to carryover Bills because they would
that cannot happen. almost certainly go more than 60 days. The

Constitutional Reform Bill, I completely agree with
your analysis, I opposed the select committeeQ87 Lord Elton: Lord Chancellor, you just said

there could be the prospect that if one piece of believing—fearing in fact—that it was a means to try
to see the Bill move into the long grass and, in fact,legislation was insisted on it might be at the price and

the loss of others. Can I ask you to perform a very quite far from it, it was a most excellent process
which, in my view, greatly improved the Bill. ThediYcult feat of imagine and to suppose yourself in

Opposition. Would you not then think there would consequence of it was it had to be carried over and, it
seems to me, both on that sort of carryover, which isbe somemerit in, on occasion, being able to ask a very

energetic government to set its legislation in an order very unusual but also on carryover, which is now
more common, you plainly could not do 60 days. Iof priorities. Is this not a suitable way of doing it?

Otherwise, is this not curtailing a suitable way of would envisage, as I think always occurs, where there
is carryover both Houses have to agree, as occurreddoing it?

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: There is a diVerence in the Constitutional Reform Bill and as occurred in
all the other Bills that are carried over. Carryover, Ibetween saying on the one hand “Here are 500 Bills”;

that is too many for us to deal with in a particular quite agree with you, would apply. In relation to the
other example, it is a two pronged problem, there aresession”, and on the other saying, “We want to get

through 40 Bills this session.” Take an energetic two bits of it. I rather hoped to agree with what Lord
Elton is saying, namely you would never get to ahypothetical non-Labour Government, if there is

such a thing, should the other House be able to say point where any government would be mad enough
to fill-up the thing with so many Bills it just could not“No, I am sorry, you can only have 20 of those Bills
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the law-abiding public.”? I read that a number ofbe done. In relation “to putting the stuV down”, I am
not quite sure what you mean. The usual channels times, what does it mean?

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I am completelydetermine when Bills come before the House. If there
is a particular Bill that the Opposition or the Liberal responsible for that sentence, so I am very glad you

asked that. Throughout the time that I have beenDemocrats want to discuss then, through the usual
channels, they can seek to put it down. The Lord Chancellor I have been constantly struck by the

following, I have a very significant role in protectinggovernment determines what business it wants, the
usual channels then determine how it is distributed the independence of the judiciary and the rule of law

and inevitably that means being very much on theacross the session.
side of the judges in relation to a number of things.
There are things I do, like how the court systemQ89 Lord Carter: On those two points, on
operates, how Legal Aid is distributed, where youcarryover, it is the House which the Bill is in which
build new courts, whether you spend money on adecides, in fact, whether or not it should be carried
suite for victims in a court rather than other bits of aover. The second point is that any peer can put down
court, where the decision you are makingmay well beamotionwhichmeans that if the government decided
in direct opposition to what your more traditionalnot to give a Bill a Second Reading, it is up to any
stakeholders would want. I regard it as verypeer to put down amotion that the Bill would be read
important that I take a look at things in the contexta second time.
of the public as a whole. Of course the public as aLord Falconer of Thoroton: On the first point, I am
whole are absolutely dependent on, and hugely wellsure you are right in relation to that. My
served, by a well protected judiciary. Ultimately, theunderstanding, I may be wrong about this, is that
issues should boil down towhat is in the best interestsyou, in practice, need the consent of both Houses to
of the public.carryover, because both Houses have got to agree to

continue to consider a Bill in the second session. I
Q93 Chairman: Thank you, that is very helpful. Ourmay be wrong about that.
traditional stakeholders really means the judiciary?
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: And the lawyers.

Q90 Lord Carter: I think what happens is it is
carried over in the first House and it comes to the Q94 Lord Rowlands: Page eight, Lord Chancellor,second House as a new Bill, as if it has just arrived in

“People should be able to exercise their democraticthe House. The fact it had been carried over in the
rights in a way that fits in with the commitments of afirst House does not aVect it when it reaches the
modern lifestyle”. What kind of modern lifestylessecond House.
aVect democratic rights?

Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Okay, then I am wrong
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I think people are veryon that.
keen to continue to be able to vote in a polling stationLord Carter:The other point is it is both a convention
and in a ballot box. I think there are some people whoand a practice of the House, so that we can manage
would find postal voting becoming more accessiblethe business, that the usual channels have agreed on
would make voting easier and who might find, if itthe days for a Bill and the dates it goes out. In fact, if
can be done in a secure way, e-voting more accessiblethe government, any government, was trying just not
to their lifestyles, for example, being able to vote into put a Bill down it would be up to any peer to put
less traditional places. I do not want there to be onedown a motion and the bill would have to have a 2nd
way of voting. I think we need to look at ways ofReading.
making the process of voting more open than it is at
the moment. That is what we have in mind there.

Q91 Chairman: I think, if this manifesto
commitment is implemented, we would regard this as Q95 Lord Rowlands: I think if you had said that it
a useful preliminary to the Second Reading. would have been democratic, it was rather a more
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I detect not altogether sweeping statement.
warm support for the proposals. Of course, I will give Lord Falconer of Thoroton: This very much reminds
very serious thought to what has been said. me of life and times in the fifth form!

Q96 Earl of Sandwich:Can I slip one in on Legal AidQ92 Chairman: Some reservation, I think.May I ask
one question on a more presentational issue. Now I which the Lord Chancellor mentioned. It is broadly

under this heading. You have made sweepingknow this is your very own document, Lord
Chancellor, I shall be sensitive in the way I phrase changes in Legal Aid, and you are very proud of what

has happened. It is a really positive step forward. But,this. What does this sentence mean on the first page
in the fourth paragraph: “Our focus has moved away you were criticised by the Constitution AVairs

Committee on the question of amerits test, the 50 perfrom serving our traditional stakeholders to serving
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which the political alternatives oVered by peoplecent success test. It is an important aspect of your
standing in election connect with the wishes andDepartment’s work. Is it going to be reviewed and
aspirations and the hopes of the people who vote.monitored regularly, bearing inmind—if Imaymake

a general point—that asylum seekers are living in an
era of anti-terrorism?

Q98 Chairman: There is a considerable body ofLord Falconer of Thoroton: The merits test overall is
evidence that people are interested in issues but find

saying where you have got a limited amount of it diYcult to connect their interest in political issues
money to spend on Legal Aid, you must try to spend with the political process. There is a mismatch
your money where it is worthwhile. I am not talking between the two which bears on what you have just
about asylum, if a claim has no possibility of success, been saying.
you are wrong to spend Legal Aid money on that. In Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I agree with that. The
relation to Legal Aid and asylum, our position is evidence definitely shows that. You can see people, in
everybody gets five hours, irrespective of what the one sense, being more brilliantly engaged, more
merits are, so that a lawyer can spend time finding out people have gone on demonstrations, more people
the nature of the claim. If the lawyer, after five hours have got involved in one issue pressure groups. All of
then concludes that he needs more to prepare it, and those things suggest that the lower your socio-
there is some merit in it, then he or she can apply for economic group the more likely you are to be
additional Legal Aid. We have got to have some unregistered, the more likely you are not to have
filter, I recognise we may not have got it completely voted, and the less likely you are to have participated
right, but the pressure on Legal Aid is huge at the in one of those legitimate alternatives to voting.
moment, and particularly on civil Legal Aid. What There is a risk of there being a democratic deficit.
has happened over time is the criminal Legal Aid Historically, we have never had that, historically
budget has gone up and up and there has been less voting has been quite widespread, registration has
and less money for civil Legal Aid, and there are so been quite widespread and it has shown no
many deserving causes. distinction in socio-economic group. That is now

changing and that, inevitably I would have thought,
would have a detrimental eVect on our democracy.

Q99 Chairman: I think it is worth saying from the
Q97 Baroness Hayman: I want to go back, briefly, to Chair that it is valuable that your Department, are
this issue of the opportunity of voting in lots of taking an active role in this whole issue of political
diVerent ways, compatible with a modern lifestyle. Is understanding in education. It is very much needed
that a good idea in itself or is the impetus for that, the and you are the focus of that, as I understand it,
concern which we all have about the decline in the within Government.
numbers of people participating in elections, and an Lord Falconer of Thoroton: Yes.
analysis that that decline is due to the diYculties of
voting at the moment?

Q100 Lord Smith of Clifton: Relating to thisLord Falconer of Thoroton: It is in order to increase
question, Lord Chancellor, will this be one of theparticipation. I would be wrong if I suggested that the
criterion in the Government’s assessment of thedecrease in participation is as a result of diYculties in
diVerent voting systems we have in this country? Youvoting. If you improve the way that people can vote
have undertaken as a Government to look at thisI think it might make a marginal eVect on the
assessment of the diVerent voting systems, whennumbers of people who vote. I believe the reason that
might that review be published?turnout is going down is to do with a whole range of
Lord Falconer of Thoroton: I cannot give a date inissues, of which how you vote is only a small part. I
relation to the publication of the review. In relationsuspect that the issues about the lack of engagement
to your first question, if you are saying does a systemare quite a lot to do with the extent to which people
which produces the highest turnout mean that that isbelieve that votingmakes any diVerence to their lives.
the best system?

If you look at the work that has been done in relation
to it, young people, people from black and minority
ethic groups, people in London, they are the groups Q101 Lord Smith of Clifton: I am saying it is a
that are least registered or have the highest rate of un- consideration.
registration and are the least likely to turnout. Those Lord Falconer of Thoroton: It is a consideration. That
look like the groups that appear to be least engaged will obviously be an issue. There is no evidence that
in our democracy. Let us do that, but let us also look diVerent systems produce higher or lower turnouts.
at the more fundamental issues about participation. You regard this as a not particularly indicative point,

but look at European Parliament elections. TheyThey, I am sure, ultimately boil down to the extent to
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Chairman:A large subject for another occasion. Lordhave a voting system which it is said is more
mathematically accurate, in one sense, than first past Chancellor, we are most grateful to you for coming

and for a useful discussion. I am glad to hear you saythe post, and they have appalling turnouts. The
highest turnout in elections tends to be for general you would like this to be, as we would, a regular

event. Thank you very much indeed.elections.
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